
 

Rosen Roy Martini Glass by Rosen Roy

The Rosen Roy Martini Glass brings a brand-new name to cocktail
craftsmanship with an added touch of magic. Designed by master glass magician
Rosen Roy, this one-of-a-kind glass is unbreakable, remarkable, versatile.

ASTONISHING GLASS MAGIC
This magnificent martini glass is perfect for flair bartenders who want to impress
their guests, expert magicians, or anyone who wants to learn how to do finest
glass magic! Use yours to levitate and suspend into thin air, restore the glass
from broken pieces or simply make it gone with an incredible magical illusion!
With this fantastic cocktail glass, creativity is limitless.

SUITED TO ANY EVENT 
Made from premium and beautifully technical materials, this durable glass is
100% shatter-proof, making it perfect for bars, restaurants, tv shows, camping,
yacht parties and so much more! Better yet, even your kids are able to enjoy
some playtime with this astounding martini glass as you won't have to worry
about it causing safety concerns. An outstanding gift for anyone!

CREATE CHERISHED MEMORIES 
No matter what your reasons are for buying the Rosen Roy Martini Glass, you're
guaranteed to create cherished memories and make a truly unforgettable event.
Get your James Bond on and pull the glass from your jacket to wow your guests!
Are you ready to discover the magic?

ONE PRICE, MULTIFUNCTIONS  
This expertly crafted martini glass is every magician's dream. Made from the
highest quality and eco-friendly food-grade materials, its unbeatable value yields
infinite possibilities and is made to last for many years. Use yours to fill your
favorite refreshment while travelling and perform tricks like vanishing, appearing,
restoration, transformation, levitation, and suspension, all from one otherworldly
glass!

SPECIFICATIONS:

Capacity: 250ml (8.4 oz)
Weight: 1.1g (0.25lbs.)
Dimension: height 187mm (7.3"), diameter 120mm (4.7")
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Classic v-shape design with long stem
Material: food-grade silicone (LFGB & FDA approved)
Tint: clear

WHAT'S IN THE BOX?

Rosen Roy Martini Glass
Water holder gimmick & mini funnel (food grade)
Acrylic suction glass holder
Video link & PDF file to teach you how to use and handle the glass
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